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PRIZEGIVING 2013:
HEADMASTER’S REPORT
Chairman of Council, Mike Bosman, Principal, Guy Pearson, special guests,
parents, staff and boys.
Thank you for joining us today as we celebrate the 2013 academic year. At
the start of the year we welcomed our new Principal, Guy Pearson, and his
wife, Maree. Guy is an experienced Head of schools and we have enjoyed
the benefit of this experience. I have really enjoyed working with him and
appreciated his understanding of and support for the Prep and Pre-Prep, with
regular
visits, attendance at assemblies and other events. Now we just have to get
Greg Brown
him to forget about the Sharks and punt for the Stormers.
Sean King joined us in a new position of Business Manager. From a fully commercial background transferring to a school cannot be easy, particularly Bishops, with three schools in one and
all this means for the accounts department. But he definitely is up for the challenge and is already
proving to be a huge asset to the organisation. He also has a sense of humour which I think is
important for a chartered accountant.
At the start of the year Heather Mills and Leanne Hamman joined us in Grades 2 and 3 respectively and Thami Siko in the Prep Xhosa Department. They have all thrown themselves into the
life of the school and have already brought their own unique contribution to bear in their areas of
involvement.
Hopefully the weekly newsletters keep you apprised of the school’s events and the many and
varied achievements of our boys in so many areas so I am not going to recount all of these now.
But I do want to mention the results we received last week from the Living Maths Olympiad.
441 schools participated nationally and a total of 159 306 pupils wrote this Olympiad. Our results
were excellent; to highlight a few: from Grades 3-7 we had four 3rd pairs in South Africa, three
2nd pairs and three 1st pairs nationally. Brandon Snider was placed 3rd nationally at Grade 8 level
and 1st in South Africa at Grade 7 level. The Pre-Prep also did exceptionally well from Grades R-2
with 9 boys achieving 3rd place and 4 boys 2nd places in South Africa.
Staying with the Pre-Prep, their production of Aladdin in the 3rd term was truly outstanding.
Not only did they have 144 Grade 1s and 2s on the stage in a huge range of costumes, they all
concentrated and poured their hearts into their characters whether in the chorus or in lead roles.
It was truly hard to believe that this was a Pre-Prep production.
With a full-time music teacher at the Pre-Prep, this area of the school has also started to grow
exponentially and the Pre-Prep’s music concert two weeks ago showcased an unprecedented number of participants.
A very exciting project this year was the Jagger Hall upgrade with a new after-care and properly
appointed multi-purpose annexe. We enjoyed assemblies outside for nearly five months and I think
the Principal was beginning to wonder whether we actually had a hall. But the Evergreen residents
thoroughly enjoyed the early morning hymn singing. In the six months since its re-opening, it has
already improved our assemblies and concerts and functions. Our Parents’ Association contributed
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towards the finishes in the new Annexe and I want to thank the Committee, under Thandi Moyo’s
leadership, for how much they have contributed to school life this year, both in providing opportunities for our community to come together and in material terms.
An ongoing project is our research on the use of iPads in teaching and learning. This is very
much a work in progress with some experimenting in classes with boys bringing a range of their
own devices to school. What is clear is that portable devices will in all likelihood become part of
our educational process at the Prep. We are taking it reasonably slowly, though, to ensure that we
use them for the right reasons; ensuring that they will indeed add value sufficient to need them.
I am often asked by prospective parents what the features are that I think separate us from other
schools or make us unique. There is no glib answer as we are surrounded by excellent schools in
Cape Town. But I do then mention the Chapel as the centre of the school, the House system and
the all-round education we offer amongst others. If one wants a purely academic education one
should not come to Bishops; while academics are the largest part of our core programme and occupy naturally the biggest single time slot in the school week, the extra-mural programme, sporting
and cultural, music and art within the school day, spiritual life, the values we teach, are all a crucial
part of our education. Our aim at the Prep is for boys to expose themselves to as much as possible:
over and above classroom work, on the sports field, in the swimming pool, the choir, Early Act,
chess, Mustard Seed, and so on. So a huge number of boys learn one or more music instruments,
play two sports a season. They are busy and excited at many levels. Competitiveness and achieving
excellence are important and natural amongst boys but participation is just as important.
This view was reinforced in a letter I read a while ago by my former Latin and History teacher,
now Headmaster of Wynberg Boys’ High, Keith Richardson (OD), that he wrote to the Wynberg
parents. The theme was preparing boys to be Renaissance men: men who are able to embrace the
different aspects of life; appreciating the best that society has to offer in many fields, not just that
in which he excels. He quotes from what is considered one of the best books on sport ever written,
“Beyond a Boundary” by the West Indian writer C L R James. James poses the question: “What
knows he of cricket who only cricket knows?”
A boy might not be good at cricket, but plays it and develops a lifelong respect and knowledge
of the game; he might not play music but he would have attended five years of weekly music concerts and learnt to respect those who do, as well as appreciate musical achievement and musicality.
The skills you develop or the knowledge you gain in areas such as these are, I believe, what enrich
you and this enrichment improves your capacity in human relations, management, leadership and
adult life. One learns so much more in these than just the skills of a sport or instrument.
So we encourage boys not to specialise early. The world demands specialisation more and more
and this has increased with the professionalism of an area such as sport. But school is really the
place to experience as much as possible. The physical, emotional and team skills in cricket and
water polo overlap but are also very different. What an experience for a boy to play both and learn
so much even though he excels in one more than the other. I am really disappointed when I hear
that a family wants their son to play no winter sport so that he can practise his summer sport all
year round. What does he learn from specialising so early?
We believe that the more experiences and exposure a boy has in what the school offers, the better
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he will be in the area in which he later excels.
As James says, “What knows he of cricket who only cricket knows?”
And I think events such as our Eisteddfod, Inter-House Singing and an Expo featuring Art, Science & Technology emphasise the levels of involvement we encourage here: every boy sings for his
House regardless of talent; every boy has work displayed and takes part in the Expo.
We say farewell today to Andrew Caldwell and Lindy Brien in Grade 6 and 2 respectively. Both
have made important contributions to the life of the school and we are sorry that they leave us after
only four years at Bishops. But we wish them well; Lindi to start a family, and Andrew to take up
a post at St John’s College in Gauteng.
Well done to the Grade 7 class of 2013 – it has been very enjoyable and rewarding working with
you. You have really thrown yourself into everything the school offers so we had many contenders
for the prizes to be handed out shortly. Thank you for the gift of a clock that you presented to the
school at your Leavers’ Dinner on Saturday night. It will have pride of place in Jagger Hall.
I want to congratulate this year’s Heads of Houses:
Okuhle Minyi (Bramley), Tim Sharples (Brooke), Liam Gordon-Turner (Charlton) and Michael
Wilson-Trollip (Van der Bijl) as well as their Deputies on a good year. Tim Sharples as Head Boy
has lead with humility, courage and by excellent example. Well done, Tim, you have been a fine
Head Boy.
Thank you to all of you for your support for Bishops: parents, staff (academic, admin and support) and boys. Together you make Bishops what it is. Particular thanks to Rob Riches, Chris
Groom and Noell Andrews as well as my wife, Lynne, and my PA, Alison, for their personal support
for me. It is a privilege to work here.
Greg Brown
2014 LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
BRAMLEY

Head of House	Nicolas Cattell
Deputy Head of House
Euan Musselwhite
Deputy Head of House
James Howard

BROOKE

Head of House	Wesley Holtmann
Deputy Head of House
Liam Foxcroft
Deputy Head of House
Ross Hyne

CHARLTON

Head of House	Tom Liefeldt
Deputy Head of House
Ryan Campbell
Deputy Head of House
Sam Elliott

Head of House	Murray Gordon
Deputy Head of House	Michael van der Merwe
Deputy Head of House
James Koster
HEAD BOY		Murray Gordon
VAN DER BIJL
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Prizegiving 2013
PRIZE LIST 2013
Grade 4
Class Prize:
4J 	Matthew Tripe
				
4G	Daniel Holgate
				
4L
Schyler van der Westhuizen
			Second in Class Prize:
4J	Aidin Nortje
					Christopher Scheepers
				
4G	Zain Dawood
				
4L
Bruce Campbell
Grade 5
Class Prize:
				
				
			Second in Class Prize:
				
				

5G	Anton Coutts-Trotter
5D	
Jock Buchanan
5S
Jonathan Mopp
5G	
Ben Cheminais
5D	Maximillian Wolfson
5S
Sebastian Allison

Grade 6
Class Prize:
				
				
			Second in Class Prize:
				
				

6A	Wesley Holtmann
6C	
Liam Foxcroft
6F
Euan Musselwhite
6A	
Jonathan Bird
6C	
Francois Breytenbach
6F	Thomas Liefeldt

Grade 7
Class Prize:
				
				
			Second in Class Prize:
				
				

7C	Timothy Sharples
7M	
Brandon Snider
7T	
Jonathan Greyling
7C	Michael Wilson-Trollip
7M	Christopher Kotze
7T	Nivar Rajoo

Scholarships to College:
Bishops Scholarship			
Brandon Snider
English Scholarship			
Joshua Mol
Science Scholarship			Christopher Kotze
General Scholarship			
Okuhle Minyi
Music Scholarship			Michael Wilson-Trollip
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English: 	The Marjorie Blinkhorn Prize:

Joshua Mol

Mathematics:		 Brandon Snider
Science:		Christopher Kotze
Afrikaans:		 Jonathan Greyling
Xhosa:		 Okuhle Minyi
Social Sciences:		 Brandon Snider
General Knowledge:

Art:

Senior: Okuhle Minyi
Junior:	Maximillian Wolfson
Grade 3	Thando Kumalo
Grade 4	Max Rebe
Grade 5	David Boyes
Grade 6	Tristan Turner
Grade 7 Ryan Labberte / Ryan Solomons

EMS:		Michael Wilson-Trollip
Computers:

Design Technology:

Senior:
Intermediate:

Ben Rubin
Robert Butler

Grade 3:	Dieter Karlein
Grade 4: Bruce Campbell
Grade 5:	David Boyes
Grade 6:	Murray Gordon
Grade 7:	Christopher Kotze

Gertrude Peters Essay Prize:		 Brandon Snider
Creative Writing Prize:		Timothy Sharpes
Masey Environmental Prize:		Christopher Kotze
Doug Clarke Reading Trophy:		 Jonathan Pletts
Heather Donnelly Trophy for Public Speaking: Joshua Mol
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Music
Piano:		
Senior:	Michael Wilson-Trollip
		
Junior:
Leo Gevisser
String:		
Senior:	Alex Rodinis / Kamal Sacranie
		
Junior:
Leo Gevisser
Guitar:			
Jonathan Greyling
Woodwind:		
Senior:	Michael Wilson-Trollip
		
Junior:
Joshua Lapid
Brass:
Senior:
Scott Jeffery
		
Junior:	Matthew Pettit
Drums:			
Hugo Janssens
Vocal:		
Senior:	Kamal Sacranie
			Michael Wilson-Trollip
Wind Band:			
Scott Jeffery
Choir:		
	Michael Wilson-Trollip
Marimba Band:			Christopher Kotze
Performer’s Prize:			
Leo Gevisser
Bishops Prep Music Prize:		Michael Wilson-Trollip
Service to Music:			Michael Wilson-Trollip

SPORT
Service to Cricket:			Alexander Castle
Cricket Cup:			
Jonathan Bird
Brad Gornall Rugby Cup:		
Jordan Meyer
Hockey Cup:			
James Price
Water polo Cup:			
Robert Young
Headmaster’s Award		
Okuhle Miniy
Sheilah Wolfe Prize for Chivalry		Timothy Sharpe
		Michael Wilson-Trollip
All-Rounder’s Award		Timothy Sharples
Craig Brown Memorial Trophy		Daniel Holgate
G D Charlton Prize for Sport		
Brandon Snider
Pieter van der Bijl Prize for Excellence 	Michael Wilson-Trollip
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Headmaster’s Award: Okuhle Minyi For leadership and commitment to the school. Okuhle
has displayed admirable and very capable leaderships as vice-captain of the Cricket 1st XI, Head of
Bramley House and Chairman of the Junior Students Council. He has participated in two winter sports as
well as chess, choir and marimbas. In addition, he has won a General Scholarship to college. He has led by
example, intelligently and passionately.
Sheilah Wolfe Prize for Chivalry: Timothy Sharples and Michael Wilson -Trollip
Craig Brown Memorial Trophy: Today this award is presented to a boy for his uplifting
positivity and courage in the face of adversity and inspiring others through his strong set of values.This
award goes to Daniel Holgate
All-Rounder’s Award: The recipient of this award is Timothy Sharples. Tim achieved a 90%
year aggregate, played 1st team cricket, rugby, and hockey. He represented the school in Athletics. He
played in the Marimba band and was a member of the Choir. He was Head boy, Head of Brooke House,
a member of the Junior Students Council. He took part in the Inter-house debating and was master of
ceremonies at the Grade 7 leavers’ dinner.
G D Charlton Prize for Sport: Goes to Brandon Snider. He has represented the school at
first team level in rugby, cricket, water polo, swimming, x-country and squash. He was captain of Squash
this year. He was also selected for the Western Province A Squash team and received his provincial colours.
At the National squash tournament in July he was ranked no 2 in South Africa.
Pieter van der Bijl Prize for Excellence: Is awarded to Michael Wilson -Trollip
for his outstanding achievements in Music. He received distinctions in the piano at Grade 6 level, the oboe
at Grade 5 level and voice Grade 4 level. He has passed his theory at Grade 5 level. He received diplomas
in the Cape Town Eisteddfod and two silver medals at the Afrikaans Eisteddfod. He participated in the
SAMRO National music competition. He is a leading member of the Windband. He was also awarded the
Music scholarship to the College for 2014.

LEAVERS’ DINNER
Welcome to all parents, staff and their partners, special guests, Father Terry and Rosemary, Vernon
and Betty Ann Wood. Apologies from Guy Pearson who is in Johannesburg for the Rhodes National
Scholarship interviews.
A special welcome to our boys, the Grades 7s of 2013, now the 2013 leavers, almost. On the table
is your leavers’ tie; specially designed to wear forever (grown up, not a Prep tie in style or design) and
able to be worn at College on Fridays. I want to thank your parents under Jill Kotze’s leadership for all
the work done over many months in large and small ways to decorate and prepare this evening in all its
facets. Thanks too to Lynne Adelbert for all her work preparing and assisting our speakers tonight as
well as Sandee Clapperton for the singing we will hear later.
To say something about the boys, I want to start by mentioning your leadership. Well done to the
Heads of House: Okuhle Minyi, Tim Sharples, Michael Wilson-Trollip and Liam Gordon-Turner and
your Deputies. You have led well. Tim Sharples has been a very special Head Boy, leading uniquely
and from within. This is best borne out by what Mr Louw recounted to me yesterday regarding his
Brooke Grade 6 leadership camp. Giving the Grade 6s examples of different leaders and asking them
to comment on how they led, time and time again they came back to Tim, their Head of House, as an
example of an inspiring leadership quality. This is quite something. And the staff have seen this too –
Tim is humble, caring (in fact, so caring that at the start of the rugby season he would stop to check that
the object of one of his phenomenal tackles was okay – too caring for a rugby player!) and possessed of
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a quiet certainty and courage. He can stand up to his peers and does so when necessary, quietly and
clearly. Well done, Tim, you have been a fine Head Boy. Our boys voted for the Williamson Trophy this
week – the trophy for the best fellowship shown in the grade - and it goes to Tim Sharples.
The Student Council has been a very strong one this year with Secretary Solomons keeping the
business of the council and Chairman Minyi (not Mao) chairing meetings very effectively and maturely.
I have thoroughly enjoyed our Monday meeting (as did Mr Riches while I was away) and I know I
am something of a killjoy, but the rest of the classrooms will get fans next year, there will be a Pyjama
Day and this Leavers’ Tie is why I didn’t want a Grade 7 tie. The nine of you have done very well and
worked hard – well done.
As you can see, those in leadership positions have been strong. And I feel that you boys have affirmed
something in the leaders we have appointed or you have elected (as in the Council). Similarly I think
Tim and the others have also represented something in the grade because it is a strong grade. It is easy
to make life difficult for leaders who are your peers but I think you have allowed them to be good and
effective which is to all your credit.
As I said, you are a strong group of boys, bright, enthusiastic, sharp, and talented and we have seen
this in your results, your spirit, and the way in which you have thrown yourself into school life. As an
example, 50 of you played at the Annual Leavers’ Concert last week – a very large proportion and
that does not include those in the Marimba band and Choir that are not solo musicians. It goes right
across the school’s activities and we saw it in Guys & Dolls last year. Although a few of you did get a bit
confused: Saturday detention is not an extra-mural, so I don’t know why you ended up there so often.
A few memories of boys that come to mind are:
■ Stuart Vine belatedly discovering his strength and charging down the touch line in the 3rd term for
the 1st Rugby Team;
■ 	Geoffrey Border arriving from Bahrain in Grade 4 with little interest in sport and becoming a skipping champion and now a happy U13 rugby player;
■ Hector Orrell – my first meeting with Hector was discovering him scaling the street sign pole at the
corner of Fir and Erin Roads on the way to Chapel in Grade 3;
■ Matthew van Westenbrugge and that hair!
■ Your Grade 7 tour and Kamal Sacranie singing at Hillcrest Primary in an enormous sports centre to
well over 1 000 pupils.
■ Keelan Vanmali spinning the cello at the Leavers’ Concert;
■ 	Matthew Klingenberg, Amo Mothibi and the incorrigible Freddie Spencer dancing with Janet, the
cleaning lady, at the Bishops Got Talent contest, and then Nimba exploding onto the stage.
You have been great to work with – ready for College but not yet condescending about Prep, but
rather draining every last drop of Prep life – and we respect that.
There is no doubt that you are enjoying a very privileged education. Being something of an antiquarian I went back to the 1913 and 1963 magazines to see life at Bishops 100 and 50 years ago respectively.
The Bishops of 1913 was a very different place. Founders House, School House, the Brooke Chapel,
the Old Gym (new then), the Lodge as you come in and part of the Principal’s House were there but
little else. Boys lived in Founders and had lessons in School House – from age nine to University level.
There was no Prep school at all let alone any thought of a Prep. Many of the young men who would die
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in the 1st World War over the next five years and for whom the Memorial Chapel would be built, were at
school blissfully unaware of what the future held for them. And look at the campus now; the Prep school,
new buildings going up at Woodlands. There has been so much development that we enjoy today.
Jump forward to 1963. I was 3 years old and the Prep now had a section in the Magazine: about 4
pages then. Pieter van der Bijl was Senior Master, a legendary cricketer, war veteran and school master,
he wrote most of the short reports. Out of the four pages: ½ a page was devoted to the school projector which had just “come to the end of its life”. It was carefully explained how important the films were
in the life of the school; even though there were teachers still saying that “such new-fangled rubbish”
makes no difference to modern education. 110 16mm films and 50 strip films had been shown to various classes and a number of movies on Saturday nights too.
Compare this to now – every classroom is networked, every Prep classroom has a Smartboard, College boys have their own laptops, as will you from June next year, teachers are working with iPads and
doing projects in classrooms with portable devices that you have brought with you. The pace and level
has increased enormously. In two years’ time the whole prep campus will have WiFi access.
Life with the film projector in the 1960s was also good though and many say that we have lost some
qualities of life with technological progress. But there is no going back. Life without internet is unimaginable now!
As I said, we work and learn in a very privileged environment and there is much that Bishops offers
that is excellent. And you boys will aspire to excellence in whatever way you can. There is a proliferation of books on excellence and greatness; much of it is about commerce or sport or artistic talent.
What makes a company or organisation an excellent one? When can a person be called excellent?
When is a performance or achievement excellent?
Excellence is mostly thought of in comparative terms: marks over 80% or 90%, distinctions in
competitions, companies with the highest market share or best return on investment. So competition
is everything, one has to win or be in the top group. And competition is good: it drives performance,
often leading to innovation and it finds the new and the ground-breaking. And in a global world, world
standards apply more and more for a definition of excellence.
An article by Piet Naude, Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University,
on the question of excellence, talks about what is even more interesting to us and a school’s core business, I think: PERSONAL EXCELLENCE. What is personal excellence? As he writes, “you can be
voted best CEO or be among the Forbes list of richest people or come first in your class or be recognised as a world class athlete” but none of these means you are personally excellent.
Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, taught us that excellence has to do with growing habits of virtue:
firstly, becoming potentially who we are. Using our talents and realising our potential. So for some boys
60% is an excellent result and others 90%. Some will overcome all odds and be entry level managers
while others will rise quickly and strongly to be heads of corporations.
The other part of Aristotle’s philosophy linked excellence with character. What effect do we have on
others around us? Is it positive or negative? Do you care and serve and build others up? Ultimately
when people say, “He’s a good guy” that’s what they mean. That’s the type of person he is.
Piet Naude suggests to have both is ideal. The one linked to outward success and being the best you
can be, and the other to who you are, the type of man you are.
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The MITRE represents the character we want for each of you: manners, integrity, tolerance, respect,
and empathy. That’s our most important wish for you; that you develop this sort of character as you
grow into men. May everyone be able to say of each of you – “He’s really a good, decent guy.”
I wish you all well. May your high school years be exciting and vibrant. We look forward to hearing
about what you do and where you go.
May God always hold you in the palm of His hand and may you never forget that His unconditional
love is always there. Thank you.
Greg Brown

VALETE 2013
Brooks, Finlay
Frangoudis, Gabriel
Hamilton-Barr, Jack Storm
Jaga, Rish
Knight, Findlay

Marriott-Watson, Storm
Ngcwangu, Uzoma
Prins, Karl
Rodini, Thandile
Sakota, Filip

Taylor, Joshua
Thomas, Forest
Vosloo, Jagger
Whitfield, Matthew

SALVETE 2014
Grade R
Antoni, Luke
Aspinall, Odin K
Bacher, Kai
Baptista-Horne, Jack R
Beach, Alexander
Bey, Sam N
Bursey, Daniel
Cedras, Camden
Chang, Hong-Jhen
Chuter, Campbell I
Cobbledick, Leo
Coleman, Noah
Cowan, Leo
Craig, Connor
Crookes, Samuel
Ddamulira, Clive-Joel
De Waal, James A
Dorrington, Nicholas I
Finch, Murray B
Freddy, Vanchesco D
Ganyeka, Rohan
Gordon, James C
Govan, Ketan
Hacking, Liam H

Haller, Matthew
Heyneke, Daniel
Hofmeyr, Luke
Horstmann, Riley
Howie, Oliver
Hughes, Henry
Huntingford, Joshua
Jack, Rhys Samuel
Joubert, Jem
Joubert, Cameron D
Khan, Shazad
Kilkenny, James
Lanning, Joseph
Leck, Matthew
Levy, Reza
Lind, Gabriel
Mafunda, Michael
Michaletos, Lukas
Mihalik, Daniel P
Mol, Naethan J
Moran, Finn P
Moyo, Landinkosi A
Ndindwa, Olitha
Ngxangane, Thithiba
Nqayi, Athenkosi

Ntontela, Hlumile
Numanoglu, Kaan
Patterson, Mark
Petersen, Maximilian
Planting, Jordan
Poole, Sebastian
Premion Mcpherson,
Tiago
Ramsay, Matthew
Rinquest, Keegan
Robbertse, Sebastian
Salie, Reece
Sara, Connor J
Scheder-Bieschin,
Matthias
Senol, Muhammed
Sixaba, Siyakhanya
Souter, Noah J
Stewart, Jack
Thirion, Tristan
Thomas, Sahil
Tuscher, Reve
Tyer, Mogamat
Van Den Heever, John
Wallace, Alexander

Whitelaw, Michael P
Grade 1 - 7
Bennie, Justin
Bolus, Joseph
Bolus, Luke
Brilus, Lance
Carter, Luke
Cooper, Dean
Crafford, Jack
Crawford, Cole
D’alessio, Alessandro
Elliott-Jaaback, Luke
Farmer, James
Gilson, Harry
Hunt, Massimiliano
Khalfey, Suhayl
Krause, Dylan
Lehmann, Luke
Lambrechts, Trento
Nanoo, Che
Potgieter, Coen
Reynolds, Luke
Ryan, Jack
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PREPARATORY SPORT
CROSS COUNTRY
Captain: Reuben Mndende
Vice-Captain:Tio Bakre
During the fourth term of the year our athletics season is very low key with only two small events taking place. We prepared for the Annual Rhenish Primary School Foundation Phase Athletics Meeting
and the Paarl Boys Athletics Pentangular.
Rhenish Primary School Foundation Phase Athletics Meeting: The boys participated
in sprints, with two heats of five per age group, for a total of ten runners. All ten runners were
timed and the top three fastest times were awarded with certificates. The following
positions were obtained:
U7

1. A. Muir
60m: 2nd in heat and 2nd overall. 80m: 4th in heat.
2. A. Constant
60m: 3rd in heat & 80m 3rd overall.
U8
1. E. Probert
60m: 3rd in heat & 80m: 4th in heat.
2. C. Jenman
60m: 3rd in heat & 80m: 3rd in heat.
U9
1. R. de Klerk
60m: 3rd in heat. 80m: 3rd in heat & 100m: 3rd in heat.
2. K. Smit
60m: 1st in heat and 3rd overall.
2. D. Neuhoff
80m: 3rd in heat & 100m: 3rd in heat.
U10
1. B. Campbell
80m: 2nd in heat and 3rd overall & 100m: 3rd in heat and
		
3rd overall.
2. L. Harrison:
80m4th in heat.
2. I. Khan
100m: 2nd in heat.
80m Shuttle Relay: u7: A. Muir, u8: E. Probert, u9: R. de Klerk, u10: B. Campbell
		
Bishops came 4th.
Paarl Boys Athletics Pentangular: Bishops outdid itself at this meeting with fantastic and
courageous performances by all. Participating Schools: Bishops, Paarl Boys, SACS, Wynberg and
Rondebosch.
U7
A. Muir
2nd ( 12.88s ) in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
A. Constant
5th in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
U8
E. Probert
5th in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
B. Jenman
5th in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
U9
Reyne de Klerk 3rd ( 12.12s ) in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
K. Smit
2nd ( 11.80s ) in the 80m & 4th in the 6x80m Mixed Shuttle Relay.
U10
B. Campbell
100 m: 1st in a New Record time of ( 14.35s ) and 2nd in the 4x100m relay.
L. Harrison
200 m: 2nd ( 31.69s) and 2nd in the 4x100m relay.
I. Khan
400 m: 3rd ( 1:15.62s ) and 2nd in the 4x100m relay.
J. Lander
800 m: 2nd ( 2:41.40 ) and 2nd in the 4x100m relay.
U11
S. Feinberg
100 m: 3rd (14.49s ) and 1st in the 4x100m relay ( 57.44s ).
M. Meyer
200 m: 1st ( 29.68s ) and 1st in the 4x100m relay.
J. Buchanan
400 m: 1st ( 1:07.01s ) and 1st in the 4x100m relay.
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J. Watson
M. Lennett
R. Tudhope
R. Hyne
S. Elliott
U13
T. Bakre
H. Orrell
R. Hanekom
V. Allen
TOTAL MEDALS:16
U12
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800 m: 1st ( 2:42.23s ) and 1st in the 4x100m relay.
100 m: 4th (14.54s) and 5th in the 4x100m relay.
200 m: 6th and 5th in the 4x100m relay.
400 m: 2nd ( 1:04.15s) and 5th in the 4x100m relay.
800 m: 3rd ( 2:33.6s ) and 5th in the 4x100m relay.
100 m: 5th ( 13.29s ) and 4th in the 4x 100m relay.
200 m: 2nd ( 27.30s ) and 4th in the 4x 100m relay.
400 m: 4th ( 1:01.53s). Replaced by S. Vine in relay.
800 m: 5th and 4th in the 4x 100m relay.
Gold: 6
Silver: 5

Bronze: 5

Many thanks to all during this short athletics season.
Clayton Turner

CRICKET
BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 1 2013
U13A Tour to Port Elizabeth 2013
u 13A vs Dale
Dale 119/10 Castle 2/11
Bishops 103/10 Castle 29
Dale won by 16 runs
u 13A vs Selborne
Bishops 189/10 Bird 56 Castle 28
Selborne 193/8 Howard 2/27 Snider 2/33 Minyi 2/33 Rossouw 1/15
Selborne won by 2 wickets
u 13A vs Grey PE
Bishops 231/8 Bird 120, Snider 35, Castle 21
	Grey 232/4
Grey won by 6 wickets
8th and 12th October
Under 13A vs Reddam

Under 13B vs Pinehurst

Under 9A vs WPPS
Under 9B vs WPPS
Under 9C vs WPPS
Under 9D vs WPPS
Under U9E1 vs WPPS
Under U9E2 vs Islamia D

Reddam 73/6 – 30 Overs Minyi 2/10, Bird 2/10
Bishops 74/0 Hanekom 44*, Burton 15*
Bishops won by 10 wickets
Bishops 195/9 Wessels 60* Klingenberg 30*
Pinehurst 110/10 van Niekerk 2/14
Bishops won by 85 runs
Bishops won by 3 runs
WPPS won by 5 runs
WPPS won by 4 runs
WPPS won by 23 runs
WPPS won by 13 runs
Islamia won by 11 runs
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14 to 19 October
Under 13A vs WPPS
Bishops 288/3 (Hanekom 135, Bird 100)
	WPPS 202/10 (Lennett 5/34, Minyi 2/32)
Bishops won by 86 runs
Under 13B vs WPPS
WPPS 68/10 (Rossouw 7/14)
Bishops 70/2 (Allen 27)
Bishops won by 8 wickets
Under 13C vs WPPS
WPPS 111/4 (Jono 2/12)
Bishops 91/5 (Sides 25)
WPPS won by 20 runs
Under 13D vs WPPS
Bishops 68/10
	WPPS 69/5
WPPS won by 5 wickets.
Under 12A vs WPPS
Bishops 145/3 (Cattell 41, Hyne 36*)
	WPPS 94/9 (Good 3/8, Wesson 2/10)
Bishops won by 51 runs
Under 12A vs WPPS
WPPS 114/10 (Good 4/22, Wesson 2/8, Liefeldt 2/18)
Bishops 119/5 (van der Merwe 32*, Hyne 27)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Under 12B vs WPPS
WPPS 109/5 (Naude 2/8
Bishops 111/6 (Hampshire 23, Fletcher 22)
Bishops won by 4 runs
Under 12C vs WPPS
Bishops 136/9 (Williams 29, Meyer 19)
	WPPS 137/8 (Murphy 3/15, Hollingum 1/2)
WPPS won by 2 wickets
Under 11A vs WPPS
WPPS 76/10 Buchanan 3/6 Winstain 2/8 Mngomezulu 2/18 Stevens 2/24
Bishops 79/5 (Allison 36*, Sinha 16*)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Under U11A vs WPPS
Bishops 185/7 (Medcalf 59, Winstain 59, Watson 21
	WPPS 116/7 (Stevens 2/18, Roshan 2/20)
Match Drawn
Under U11B vs WPPS
WPPS 146/6 (Blatch 2/15, Hoffman 2/18)
Bishops 78/10 (Cheminais 15)
WPPS won by 68 runs
Under 11C vs WPPS
Bishops 150/4 (Ahmed 31*, Beachy Head 26*, Wolfson 14*
	WPPS 124/10 (Ahmed 3/12, Suliaman 2/18)
Bishops won by 26 runs
Under 11D vs WPPS
Bishops 92/6 (R Else 28 ret)
	WPPS 94/9 (J Davis 2/10_
WPPS won by 1 wicket
Under 10A vs WPPS
WPPS 78/5
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Bishops 79/5 (Campbell 15*, Howard 15*, Harrison 13)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Under 10A vs WPPS
Bishops 144/10 Khan 25 Campbell 23 Parker 19
	WPPS 145/7 (Nieburg 4/17)
WPPS won by 3 wickets
Under 10B vs WPPS
WPPS 78/7
Bishops 52/5
WPPS won by 26 runs
Under 10C vs WPPS
WPPS 67/6 (Rebe 2/5)
Bishops 69/3 (Croswaite-Eyre 25*, Walker 15)
Bishops won by 7 wickets
Under 9A vs SACS
SACS won by 22 runs
Under 9B vs SACS
Bishops won by 27 runs
Under 9C vs SACS
Bishops won by 16 runs
Under 9D vs SACS
Bishops won by 20 runs
Under 9E1 vs SACS
SACS won by 65 runs
Under 9E2 vs Wynberg
Wynberg D won by 11 runs
21 to 26 October
Under 13A vs St Benedicts

Bishops 117/6 Howard 28* Burton 17
St Benedicts 118/7
St Benedicts won by 3 wickets
Under 13A vs SP Bears
SP Bears 219/9 Meyer 2/15 Wesson 2/20 Howard 2/74
Bishops 87/10
SP Bears won by 132 runs
Under 13B vs Wynberg CC
Bishops 177/10 (Haller 49, Klingenberg 44, Labberte 23)
	Wynberg CC 57/10 (Rossouw 5/15, Kotze 2/9)
Bishops won by 120 runs
Under 13C vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 82/8 (van Westenbrugge 24)
Sweet Valley 75/10 (Wonfor 2/6, Sides 4 stumpings)
Bishops won by 7 runs
Under 13D vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 63/7
Sweet Valley 62/5
Bishops won by 1 run.
Under 12A vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 130/4 (van der Merwe 52*, Tudhope 30, Wesson 25)
Sweet Valley 105/8 (Liefeldt 3/4, Clark 3/18)
Bishops won by 25 runs
Under 12B vs Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley 67/10 (Burton 3/8, Fletcher 2/5, Campbell 2/8)
Bishops 69/3 (Simpson 22*, Wharton 21*)
Bishops won by 7 wickets
Under 12C vs Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley 40/9 (Turner 4/4, Musselwhite 2/3, Williams 2/6)
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Bishops 41/2 (Marquis 19*)
Bishops won by 8 wickets
Under 12D vs The Grove
Bishops 57/10 (Murphy 25)
	The Grove 58/1
The Grove won by 9 wickets
Under 11A vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 112/6 (Winstain 26*, Roshan 18*, Medcalf 17)
Sweet Valley 99/7
Bishops won by 13 runs
Under U11B vs Sweet Valley
Sweet Valley 73/10 (Dempers 3/1)
Bishops 74/1 (Liddell 28*, Hoffman 17*)
Bishops won by 9 wickets
Under U11C vs Pinelands PS
Bishops 139/10 (Ahmed 77*, Beachy Head 17)
Pinelands 110/10
Bishops won by 29 runs
Under 10A vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 93/5 (Harrison 22*)
Sweet Valley 43/10 (Nieburg 3/8)
Bishops won by 50 runs
Under 10B vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 51/6 (Voogt 13, Kotze 11)
Sweet Valley 52/6
Sweet Valley won by 4 wickets
Under 10D vs Sweet Valley
Bishops 64/8 (Ridgway 15, Smith 12)
Sweet Valley 65/4
Sweet Valley won by 6 wickets
Under 9A vs WPPS
WPPS won by 11 runs
Under 9B vs WPPS
Bishops won by 20 runs
Under 9C vs WPPS
WPPS won by 44 runs
Under 9D vs WPPS
WPPS won by 13 runs
Under 9E1 vs WPPS
WPPS won by 15 runs
Under 9E2 vs Golden Grove
Golden Grove won by 13 runs
28 October to 2 November
Under 13A vs SACS
SACS 134/6 (Lennett 3/11, Howard 1/16)
Bishops 136/5 (Bird 49, Wessels 27)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Under 13B vs SACS
Bishops 93/10
SACS 94/7 (Stehlik 3/1)
SACS won by 3 wickets
Under 12A vs SACS
Bishops 228/4 (van der Merwe 87, Smith 57, Hyne 21
SACS 124/6 (Wesson 3/25)
Match Drawn
Under 11A vs SACS
SACS 100/3
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Under 11C vs SACS

Under 10A vs SACS

Under U10A vs SACS

Under U10B vs SACS

Under 10C vs SACS

Under 10D vs SACS

Under 9A vs Rondebosch
Under 9B vs Rondebosch
Under 9C vs Rondebosch
Under 9D vs Rondebosch
Under 9E1 vs Rondebosch
Under 9E2 vs Rondebosch
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Bishops 49/2 (Kotze 17*, Winstain 13*)
Match Abandoned due to rain
Bishops 71/9 (Breytenbach 31)
SACS 76/2
SACS won by 8 wickets
Bishops 78/9 (Khan 30*)
SACS 79/2
SACS won by 8 wickets
SACS 139/4
Bishops 85/5 (Campbell 29)
Match Drawn
SACS 78/7 (Davidson 2 wickets)
Bishops 50/10 (Tyer 21)
SACS won by 28 runs
Bishops 74/6 (Abrahams 16, Walsh 15*)
SACS 77/5
SACS won by 5 wickets
Bishops 77/9 (C Toy 20 runs)
SACS 78/1
SACS won by 9 wickets
Rondebosch won by 14 runs
Rondebosch won by 42 runs
Rondebosch won by 7 runs
Rondebosch won by 20 runs
Rondebosch won by 10 runs
Rondebosch won by 13 runs

4 to 9 November
Under 13A vs Wynberg
Bishops 226/8 Hanekom 39 Howard 26 Castle 25 Sharples 24
	Wynberg 203/10 (Lennett 4/32, Rossouw 2/15)
Bishops won by 23 runs
Under 13B vs Wynberg
Bishops 125/5 (Gordon 34, Allen 29, Kotze 18)
	Wynberg 127/9 (Greyling 2/24, van Niekerk 2/25)
Wynberg won by 1 wicket
Under 13C vs Wynberg
Wynberg 172/10 (Mol 2/22)
Bishops 123/10 (van Westenbrugge 41)
Wynberg won by 49 runs
Under 13C vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 105/10 (J Mol 3/5 T Barty 2/16)
Bishops 86/8 ( T Smith 21)
Rondebosch won by 19 runs
Under 13D vs Rondebosch
Bishops 83/6
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Rondebosch 84/8
Rondebosch won by 2 wickets
Under 13D vs Wynberg
Bishops 82/4
	Wynberg 83/2
Wynberg won by 1 run
Under 12A vs Wynberg
Wynberg 58/10 (Good 4/6, Wynberg 79/4
Bishops 81/1 (van der Merwe 37*, Cattell 31*)
Bishops won by 9 wickets
Under 12A vs Wynberg
Wynberg 58/10 (Good 4/6, Wesson 2/12, Clark 2/12)
Bishops 60/2 (Smith 19)
Bishops won by 8 wickets
Under 12B vs Wynberg
Wynberg 45/10 (Wharton 2/2, Fletcher 2/5, Naude 2/7)
Bishops 46/3
Bishops won by 7 wickets
Under U12B vs SACS
SACS 99/9 (Fletcher 3/6, Hampshire 2/19)
Bishops 78/10
SACS won by 21 runs
Under U12C vs Groote Schuur
Groote Schuur 82/5 (Meyer 2/5, Hollingum 2/14)
Bishops 54/10 (Maquis 20)
Groote Schuur won by 28 runs
Under U12C vs SACS
SACS 95/3 (Turner 2/14)
Bishops 73/8 ( Macha 16 Mavuso 18)
SACS won 22 runs
Under 12D vs Wynberg
Wynberg 100/5 (Rowand 2/15)
Bishops 70/8 (Macha 30, Warner 15)
Wynberg won by 30 runs
Under 11A vs Wynberg
Bishops 160/8 (Winstain 80*, Stevens 21*)
	Wynberg 75/6 (Ngxangane 2/6)
Bishops won by 85 runs
Under 11A vs Wynberg
Wynberg 125/8 (Ngxangane 4/19, Feinberg-Mngomezulu 2/15)
Bishops 130/4 (Stevens 50*, Feinberg-Mngomezulu 25)
Bishops won by 6 wickets
Under 11B vs Wynberg
Bishops 79/9 (Labberte 19)
	Wynberg 80/2
Rondebosch won by 42 runs
Under 11C vs Wynberg
Wynberg 67/10 (Suliaman 2/4, Gevisser 2/14)
Bishops 73/4 (Ahmed 16)
Bishops won by 6 wickets
Under 11D vs Rondebosch
Rondebosch 81/5
Bishops 51/10
Rondebosch won by 30 runs
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Under 10A vs Wynberg
Bishops 164/9 (Khan 48, Campbell 45, Parker 23)
	Wynberg 77/10 (Davidson 2/10, Howard 2/14)
Bishops won by 87 runs
Under 10B vs Wynberg
Bishops 114/6 (MacDonald 15, Kotze 14, Hassan 12, Voogt 11)
	Wynberg 115/7 (Sturrock 3/14)
Wynberg won by 3 wickets
Under 10C vs Wynberg
Bishops 98/6 (Crosthwaite-Eyre 26, Kennedy-Smith 16)
	Wynberg 94/5 (Walsh 2/5, Nicklin 2/5)
Bishops won by 4 runs
Under 10D vs St George’s Grammar Bishops 45/10
St George’s 46/2
St George’s won by 8 wickets
Under 9A vs SACS
SACS won by 5 runs
Under 9B vs SACS
Bishops won by 20 runs
Under 9C vs SACS
SACS won by 3 runs
Under 9D vs SACS
Bishops won by 11 runs
Under 9E1 vs Rondebosch
SACS won by 15 runs
Under 9E2 vs Rondebosch
Bishops won by 12 runs
11, 12 November
Under 13B vs WPPS

Under 12A vs Rondebosch

Under 12B vs Rondebosch

Under 12C vs Rondebosch

Under 12D vs Rondebosch

Under 11A vs Rondebosch

Under 11B vs Rondebosch

WPPS 139/7 (T Barty 2/18 J Price 3/12 J van Niekerk 2/20)
Bishops 90 all out
WPPS won by 47 runs
Rondebosch 48/10 (Liefeldt 3/6, Wesson 2/9)
Bishops 49/2 (van der Merwe 18)
Bishops won by 8 wickets
Rondebosch 75/7 (Butler 2/11, Rackstraw 2/11)
Bishops 76/5 (Richardson 29)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Rondebosch 97/4 (Meyer 1/9
Bishops 60/8 (Marquis 9, Mavuso 9 )
Rondebosch won by 37 runs
Rondebosch 49/3 (Brasher 2/4)
Bishops 52/5 (Murphy 14, Rowand 13)
Bishops won by 5 wickets
Bishops 67/9
Rondebosch 68/5 (Winstain 2/11)
Rondebosch won by 5 wickets
Bishops 104/6 (Labberte 31, Watson 21*, Coutts-Trotter 20)
Rondebosch 95/10 (Blatch 2/17)
Bishops won by 9 runs
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Under U11C vs Rondebosch

Under U10A vs Rondebosch

Under U10B vs Rondebosch

Under 10C vs Rondebosch
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Bishops 66/7 (Beachy Head 17*)
Rondebosch 67/9 (Gevisser 2/10)
Rondebosch won by 1 wicket
Rondebosch 72/9
Bishops 72/4
Match Tied, Rondebosch won on super over
Rondebosch 60 all out (J Lander 4 wickets)
Bishops 61/1 ( A Tyer 29 no)
Bishops won by 9 wickets
Bishops 34/10
Rondebosch 35/5 (Kennedy-Smith 2/4)
Rondebosch won by 5 wickets off the last ball

U13A
A rollercoaster! That pretty much sums up the 4th term’s cricket results: LLLWWLLWW. I said
to the team that they have no idea what they do to a coach with results like these! We started with
three losses at the Grey Junior Festival. In each match we played ourselves into strong winning
positions, only to concede defeats far too easily. Jono Bird’s 120 versus Grey was the highlight, but
it was disappointing to lose this match on the final day. Our bowling was far too short and Grey
easily chased down a competitive total. Returning to home base, we won 4 out of 6 matches,
including excellent wins against Wetpups, SACJS and Wynberg. The highlight had to be Bird
and Ross Hanekom’s partnership of 196 against Wetpups. It was frightening stuff if you were
on the receiving end. In the same match, Matt Lennett recorded the best bowling performance
of the term with his 5 wickets for 34 runs. Unfortunately the weather gods conspired against us
yet again, to deprive us for the second time of the traditional closing match against Rondebosch.
There were many disappointed people on both sides. The outstanding highlight for the year was
Jono Bird’s total of 1 070 runs in 20 innings, for an average of 62,3. This was the first time a
thousand runs had been achieved at the Prep since Nikolai Smith in 2006 and James Crowson in
2005. Considering that Bird is still U12, it is a very special achievement. Jono scored 3 centuries
and 8 fifties (including 5 scores in the nineties, an amazing achievement). Ross Hanekom also
batted very effectively to record 507 runs for the year, including one century and 2 fifties. Amongst
the bowlers, Matt Lennett stood out with his 32 wickets at an average of a mere 12,7 runs per
wicket, closely supported by James Howard (26 at 18,3) and Okuhle Minyi (23 at 24,5). These
3 bowlers between them took nearly 60% of the wickets. Lennet’s performance is particularly
notable for an u12 spinner playing most matches on small fields. Howard’s swing was devastating
at times and his 7/41 in the first term was the best performance of the year. The team was ably
led by Alex Castle, who played a strong all-rounder’s role in the team, although his batting never
quite reached the heights that he threatened on occasions. He was well supported by vice-captain,
Okuhle Minyi. Both boys developed confidence as the year progressed and developed something of
a “gut instinct” for the game. Congratulations to Jono Bird, Okuhle Minyi, Tom Burton and Alex
Castle on their selections for the various representational teams for which they were selected. This
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group of boys were an absolute pleasure with whom to be involved. The majority are continuing
to play cricket and I hope they will enjoy this beautiful game for many years to come. Thank
you to Vuyani Parafini and Luke Jacobs for their energetic assistance at many practices, and to
Steve Riches for the superb photographs that he shares throughout the year. Sincere thanks to the
parents for their unstinting support throughout the year. You are a vital cog in the complete cricket
experience. Thank you, too, to the VdB kitchen for providing us with numerous excellent teas, and
to the grounds staff for all the hours spent on the various fields. Finally, many thanks to Mr Rob
Riches for the countless dedicated hours that he puts into managing cricket at the Prep.
■ Team: A. Castle (capt.), O. Minyi (vice-capt.), R. Hanekom, B. Snider, T. Sharples,
J. Bird, T. Burton (wk), M. Lennett, J. Howard, J. Meyer, J. Rossouw, L. Wessels, V.
Allen, R. Labberte.
Richard Goedhals
U13B
The U13B cricket team completed the year with a: won 5, drew 1, lost 5 record. The boys can
be proud of the way they went about their training and the manner in which matches were
played. The spirit of cricket was evident throughout and it is always a pleasure to see Bishops boys
leading by example. This was epitomised by their generous donation of cricket kit to the Wynberg
Development team. The season ended on a high with a mixed Fathers/Sons game, expertly
arranged by Team Rossouw. This sort of family involvement, together with the ongoing support I
received as coach, certainly made my final year at Bishops a most memorable and enjoyable one. I
wish each boy well in his cricketing career, wherever it may take him.
■ Team: Murray Gordon, Chris Kotze, Daniel Stehlik, Jayden Rossouw, Ryan
Labberte, John van Niekerk, Luke Wessels, Matthew Klingenberg, Tom Barty, James
Price, Chris Haller, Jonathan Greyling.
Andrew Caldwell
U13C
Once again, the U13C team enjoyed an exciting and challenging season. Most of their games were
very close and very often the run chase came down to just a few runs. Probably the most exciting
match was the 7 run victory against Sweet Valley. Despite the fielding being somewhat erratic there
were many excellent catches held, some awesome direct hits, resulting in run outs and even four
stumpings in one match. This has been a wonderful team to work with and they have certainly
enjoyed their cricket. They have been positive and enthusiastic throughout the season. I would like
to congratulate this group of boys for being such gentlemen and always competing in the true spirit
of the game. I hope to see many of them continuing to play next year at the college.
■ Team: Amo Gelang; Ano Mtombeni; Chris Haller; James Shuttleworth; James
Young; John Grieve; Jonathan Greyling; Joshua Mol; Luke Ranoschek; Matthew van
Westenbrugge; Ryan Wonfor; Scott Jeffrey; Tristan Sides; Tristan Smith; Stephen
Ross
Greg Shuttleworth
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U13D
The Bishops U13Ds enjoyed an inconsistent bag of results towards the latter stages of the 2013 Cricket
season. The boys initially struggled on the Douglas Murray against a strong Wetpups outfit. Our
performances gradually improved as the boys started ridding the habit of giving away runs through
extras and misfields. Our stand out performance came one afternoon out in Bergvliet as the boys
pulled off a nail-biting victory against a more than capable Sweet Valley X1. Notable mentions must
be awarded to David Court for his consistent efforts with the bat. Liam Agnew led from the front with
some outstanding performance with both bat and ball. Andrew van Voore managed to top score with
an excellent 30 not out in the final fixture against Wynberg. Credit must also be given to Geoff Border
and Julian Steyn for their unconditional commitment towards their team. This team comprised funloving individuals with a huge passion for the game. The spirit they showed on and off the field was
commendable and often inspirational. I wish this group nothing but the best in their future endeavours.
U12A
What a season the team has had this this year. The young men of this team really knew how to have
fun and practice sessions were filled with laughter and hard work. On a Tuesday and Saturday morning
everything was a little more focused, as the team beat opposition after opposition. Their successful record
was testimony to the hard work and passion that these players put into their cricket, winning all their
matches. The team was very well balanced and every player had a role in the team. Thomas Liefeldt
and Michael Wesson opened the bowling and always managed to get early wickets. They were well
backed up by Chris Clark and Ryan Sneddon who used their swing and variations to put the batsman
under further pressure. The team was blessed with three very good spinners. Cameron Good, Marek
Kanigowski and Ross Hyne always managed to get the breakthrough when needed and restricted the
runs so that we never had to chase massive totals. Michael van Der Merwe and Ross Tudhope opened
the batting and grew in statue as the season progressed. They always managed to get the team off to
a good start with their fast scoring and excellent running between the wickets. Hard-hitting Matthew
Smith followed at number 3 and managed to keep the momentum going. Ross Hyne developed into
fine batsman and forced his way into the top order after some big scores. Nic Cattell volunteered to
open the innings at the start of the season, but it soon became obvious that he was far more effective as
a pinch hitter and was used wherever we needed him. Michael Wesson and Marek Kanigowski were
the all-rounders in the team and often managed to finish off the innings after the top order batsman
had set the platform. The bowlers, Thomas, Ryan , Chris and Cameron unfortunately did not get many
opportunities to bat, but when they did they proved very effective and on more than one occasion saved
the team. Although the team took some wonderful catches, I do feel that our fielding often let us down
at times and we were unable to bowl some teams out after having them in big trouble. Thank you boys
for all the hours of pleasure and wonderful memories this season.
■ Team: Thomas Liefeldt (Captain), Michael Van Der Merwe (V-Captain), Nicolas
Cattell (V-Captain), Ross Tudhope, Matthew Smith, Ross Hyne, Marek Kanigowski,
Michael Wesson, Ryne Sneddon, Chris Clark, Cameron Good, Isaiah Wharton,
Luke Richardson, Fergus Fletcher.
Chris Groom
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U12B
It has been a pleasure coaching such a fine group of enthusiastic and competitive cricketers who
have worked hard at their individual games and come on very nicely as a team. Our main strategy
was to bowl first and chase down a total, which was what the boys felt the most comfortable in
doing regardless of conditions. We relied upon accurate bowling and excellent fielding, which on
occasion lacked consistency, but on the whole there were some pleasing bowling displays, super
catching and memorable run outs. The highlights of the term was winning at Western Province
Prep when all seemed lost and chasing down Rondebosch’s total in the final over of the match with
one ball to spare. A great way to end off an enjoyable season. The team was captained by Luke
Richardson who led by example and with passionate commitment. I thank him for his efforts. I
would also like to thank the parents who supported the team each week and helped with lifting.
■ Team: D Burton, R Butler, R Campbell, F Fletcher, J Hampshire, J Koster, J
Naude, A Rackstraw, L Richardson (Capt), J Simpson, I Wharton.
Murray Anderson
U12C
The U12C team had a very mixed season. We were very unfortunate with a couple of narrow losses to
WPPS and Rondebosch, but also had some great performances against SACS and a very convincing
win against Sweet Valley. The boys listened, worked hard in training and, although results didn’t
always go our way, they improved every game, putting into practice the things they learnt in training.
They were a fantastic group of kids who managed to get the perfect balance between having fun
and enjoying their cricket but also listening and bettering themselves as cricketers. I’ve really enjoyed
coaching all the boys this year and look forward to seeing them play next term!
■ Team: Aiden Murphy, Andrew Williams, Berkley Hollingum, Euan Musselwhite,
Innocent Macha, Rhys Williams, Mbongeni Mavuso, Slaide Marquis, Tom Byron,
Tristan Turner, Kieraan Meyer, Findlay Casey-Smith, Sean Murphy.
Chris Bolton
U12D
It was pleasing to see the boys’ developed cricket skills. With the pool of players (16) at any given
match, giving everybody an opportunity to bat and bowl was always a challenge. We managed to
get it right by the last game against Rondebosch where every boy contributed in whatever role he
was asked to perform. The players were committed to their cricket and were always keen to learn
about the game. Ultimately the goal was always to enjoy the game while staying competitive. The
latter was never easy, but the boys tried hard. A big thank you to the parents for their support and
understanding of our rotational policy in order to give everyone an opportunity.
■ Team: Brice Agnew, David Naude, Jack Rowand, Liam Foxcroft, Liam Orpen,
Paul David, Peter Worthington-Smith, Sabri Numanoglu, Sean Murphy, Thomas
Warner, Tristan Lee, Wesley Holtmann, Joshua Njoroge, Innocent Macha, Jack
Brasher, Rufus Florin
Khwezi Mqomboti
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U11A
We started the term with two very good wins against WP Prep. In the first game on a tricky
turf wicket we bowled them out cheaply thanks to an excellent opening spell by Jock Buchanan
and then had to work hard to pass their score with Seb Allison finishing it off in style as he
smashed them into the neighbouring houses. In the second game we piled on the runs with
Ciaran Winstain and Greg Medcalf posting half-centuries and they were about 80 runs short as
we bowled and fielded really well. We then easily beat Sweet Valley and were dominating SACS
when the rain ended the match prematurely. Next it was Wynberg. We had a most enjoyable
outing on their high school 1st XV rugby field - a good omen for Bishops rugby in the years to
come perhaps! Undi Ngxangane bowled beautifully to bag 4 wickets and then Stuart Stevens
and Sacha Feinberg-Mngomezulu knocked off the runs with some brilliant entertaining batting.
In the week we also had an easy win against them with Ciaran Winstain scoring a superb 80 not
out. We then struggled on a turf wicket that was ‘submarining’ and couldn’t score enough runs.
We defended our low score like tigers but Rondebosch limped across the line. Our final match
was scuppered by the ‘cut-off low pressure system’ that caused the field to be unplayable. All in
all it was a really enjoyable term’s cricket with our parents providing loyal and positive support
on the boundary.
■ Team: C Winstain, J Sinha, S Feinberg-Mngomezulu, T Kotze, S Hanssen, G
Medcalf, S Allison, S Stevens, J Buchanan, M Roshan, U Ngxangane, J Watson.
U11B
We started the term with energy, excitement and enthusiasm. We struggled with issues of
discipline at the beginning, but showed character as we worked hard on those issues without
any complaints. Boys showed character, time and again, in the games we played, sometimes
without winning but playing with determination and discipline. A word of thanks to the
parents for their support.
■ Team: Ben Chemenais, Liam Hoffman, Luke Shuttleworth, Anton Coutts-Trotter,
Connor Dempers, Seth Liddell, Jordan Watson, Kai Blatch, Caleb Oliphant, Mitch
Labberte, Rayan Hendricks, Jonathan Mopp, David Boyes, Leo Gevisser.
Vuyani Parafini
U11C
This team returned after the winter break like they had been to the Proteas’ training camp – the
bowling and batting had certainly stepped up a notch during the 6 months break. Walking out
on Stanmore field and putting 150 runs on the board against WPPS, was a fabulous day. Zack
Ahmed (31 runs n/o and 3/12) and Luke Beachy Head (22 runs n/o) were chief destroyers on
the day. Zack continued his good form and scored a whirlwind 77 n/o the next week against
Pinelands (8 sixes and 7 fours). He was unlucky not to earn a place in the Bs. Other standout
performances: Stephan Breytenbach scoring a steady 31, on debut, against SACS while wickets
tumbled freely around him; Jonty Wright’s massive 6 against Wynberg, which changed the
momentum of the match and allowed his team to win by 6 wickets. Every effort was made
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throughout the season to give all the boys a bat and bowl in each game, an aspect that the boys
greatly enjoy about this level of cricket.
■ Team: Adam Suliaman; Luke Beachy Head; Zack Ahmed; Callum Stegmann;
Ben Gukelberger; Max Wolfson; Cameron Parker-Forsyth; Ryan Else; Jonty Wright;
Leo Gevisser; Jake Herbert; Nic Powell; Stephan Breytenbach; Luke Negrine.
Mark Erlangsen
U11D
The team showed a lot of improvement in their batting and bowling this term. In all the
games that we played our levels of confidence, in most aspects of the game, improved. Our
improvement with our batting was most in evidence during our last game against Rondebosch
Preparatory as we amassed more than 100 runs in the 20 overs game. Also evident was our
greater cohesion in our fielding – largely inspired by our captain Aidan Collins – where the boys
worked so well together. Although we lost the three games that we played this term, the boys had
fun and also appreciated the opportunity of showing their skills in match situations. There was
continual learning in how to deal with the pressures of doing their best to win games, and to be
able to handle the disappointments of losing.
■ Team: Stefan Breytenbach, Nikhil Thomas, Shaik-Ahmed Janooidien, Matthew
Pettit, Jack Davis, Niels Tiaden, Jonathan Border, Joshua Seymour, Zimvo
Mahlathi, Aidan Collins, Victor Smith, Luke Negrine, Nicholas Powell, Conor
White, and Cameron Parker-Forsyth.
U10A
This has been a wonderful season and the players have all contributed to a very successful year.
There have been some outstanding individual achievements during the past year. Monday
matches were all about each player playing as much cricket as possible. Allowing each player
an opportunity to bat and bowl and giving many players the occasion to play a different role
on the day. This resulted in players developing their skills leading up to the Saturday match
where we would approach the match in a traditional manner. The highlight of the season for
me was the game against RBPS where we had to decide the match result on a “super over.”
What a wonderful and exciting match to be part of. We lost the match, but the smiles and
pure enjoyment was just like being part of the IPL final. Being the coach of this team truly has
been an amazing journey for me, l have really enjoyed seeing players develop and grow more
confidence in their own abilities. Thanks to all the boys and parents for such a wonderful season.
What a great start to your cricket years. A motto for next year: “If you train hard, you’ll not only
be harder, you’ll be harder to beat.”
■ Team: J Carnell, D Davidson, J Fisher, L Harrison, R Howard, S Nieburg, L
Parker, A Trikam, S van der Westhuizen, K.Hassen, N Kotze, J Lander, G. Fogarty,
B Campbell, I Khan, I Arnold.
Greg De Sousa
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U10B
They say it’s not how you start an inning; it’s how you finish it off. The U10B of 2013 definitely
proved this in more ways than one. These young and talented boys throughout the season found it
hard to reach their full potential as a player and as a team. They grew after every game and learnt
new cricketing lessons as we went on. I was very proud of the kids for coming out week in and week
out and trying their best on game day. The whole season was a learning curve for the kids and I am
sure they will take these lessons into next year and grow as cricketers. I wish every single cricketer
who played in the B team best wishes 2014.
U10C
The boys really enjoyed the game and have grown in their passion for it over the year. It’s such
a joy to see how much they love playing. The boys worked hard in practices, concentrating on
particular aspects of batting, bowling and fielding. It was such a pleasure to see these skills being
applied during matches. Our results have been mixed this term with two wins and two losses. We
finished the season with a bizarre game against Rondebosch where we nearly pulled off a miracle in
defending 34 runs. Rondebosch needed every ball of their 20 overs to get the runs. What a win that
would have been! But the highlight for me was our match against Wynberg. There was a wonderful
combination of skillful batting and accurate bowling. Having a competitive opponent also meant
that the victor was to be decided by the last ball of the game. Luckily it was us! Thank you boys for
a wonderful year of cricket. I have enjoyed coaching you and I know you have all enjoyed playing.
Good luck for next year. Thank you to all the parents who gave up their Monday afternoons to lift
and watch the matches. The boys and I really appreciate your commitment and support.
■ Team: Irshad Abrahams, Benji Audinwood, Adam Clarke, Archie CrossthwaiteEyre, Mikaeel Darsot, Oliver Kennedy-Smith, Muhammad Koor, Oliver Nicklin,
Max Rebe, Christopher Scheepers, Luke Solomons, Jack Walker, Gareth Walsh.
Michael Hampton
U10D
It was a tough well fought season. Many of the games could have gone either way, but unfortunately
the results didn’t go our way. The boys were enthusiastic and full of great energy. Standouts for
the season: Clayton Warner who was the leading run scorer with an average of 15 runs a game;
Max Rebe who was the leading wicket taker with an average of 2 wickets a game. An all-round
contribution from everyone ensured that we were competitive even though in some games we
played against C teams from the other schools. Thank you to the Parents who supported us and
provided lifts for the boys.
■ Team: C. Toy, A. Lee, P. Smith, D. Davies, G. Dyssell-Hofinger, B. Graaf, S. Tsiki,
M. Warner, L. Ridgeway, M. Byron, C. Warner.
U9
It was evident from our trials that most of the boys spent some time in the nets during the winter
months. Their technique in terms of batting and bowling improved tremendously in the off season.
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I was impressed with the way the boys now started to apply the skills they learnt during practice
sessions during matches on a Tuesday. We all realised that there was still work to be done in order
to improve our batting performances. All teams worked very hard, and in the latter half of the
term we saw some sound batting performances on match days. There were some outstanding
fielding performances due to great effort in practice sessions in order to improve their catching and
throwing. This was certainly a very enjoyable year of cricket for all the boys and coaches. The
boys have certainly developed as cricketers as the year progressed. Once again the atmosphere on
Tuesdays was very festive and the cricket was played with great enthusiasm and in the right spirit.
On Fridays the boys now had the opportunity to sharpen up their hard ball skills in preparation for
the next season. They benefitted from the wonderful new indoor facility, and under the watchful
eye of Mr Carter started to show signs that the transition to hard ball cricket is going to be a smooth
one. This was a year in which all the boys showed a great work ethic, and they were rewarded with
some outstanding performances in the latter half of the term. A big thank you must go to all the
parents for their wonderful support and guidance. Good luck for next year as you venture into the
world of hard ball cricket.
Willem Louw
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Enjoyment, learning skills and playing matches are the order of the day at Junior League. It was
delightful to note the progress the boys had made from the first term in terms of bowling straighter,
hitting the bad ball and running between the wickets. Our matches against the Bosch boys every
Wednesday were a hit particularly the last one of the term which was played with pink cricket balls.
I encourage all the boys to continue to play and enjoy this great game and look forward to watching
their progress as they make their way up the school.

SWIMMING
Ken Doherty said: “The five Ss of sports training are: stamina, speed, strength, skill, and spirit; but the
greatest of these is spirit.” I believe there is another, and the sixth S is – Swimming.
All our swimmers have certainly aimed at building their stamina and strength and improving their levels
of skill and speed. What is most pleasing is the spirit in which our boys take part at galas. Although only
two galas were held in this quiet term, we showed of what we are made. It was wonderful to hear our
boys encouraging each other, cheering our swimmers on, and congratulating the winners of each event.
At the A league gala hosted by Rondebosch, our boys swam very well, placing 3rd overall. Unfortunately
the B league gala was cancelled due to poor weather conditions. The U7, U8 and U9 swimmers took
part in the annual Squids gala at SACS. Seeing the talent coming through from the Pre-Prep bodes
well for the future. The Inter house relay gala was held on the 28th of November, with the four houses
competing en masse. This is always a highly competitive event with most of the Prep boys taking part.
Congratulations to Charlton on winning this event. Well done to all the swimmers for a good aquatic
season. Thank you too, to the coaches for their expertise and enthusiasm throughout the term.
I look forward to another successful year of swimming in 2014. As Michael Phelps once said:
“You can’t put a limit on anything. The more you dream, the farther you get.” Let’s dream big!
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TENNIS
Captain: Tio Bakre
Vice-Captain: Jayden Rossouw
We entered a number of teams in the Western Cape Primary Schools League. Representatives
for the U13A team were: T Bakre, J Bird, M v d Merwe, J Simpson, J Rossouw; while the U13B
team was represented by: J Rossouw, M Gordon, A Rackstraw, M Wesson, E Musselwhite and J
Naude. The U11A team was represented by: C Winstain, K Blatch, J Davis, T Kotze, while M
Labberte, K Hassan, C White and B Audinwood represented the U11B team in a one-off match
against Michael Oak.
LEAGUE RESULTS
Bishops under 13A team
Bishops under 11A
Bishops lost WPPS 2-4
Beat Rondebosch 5-1
Beat RBPS 5-1
Drew Reddam 3-3
Lost to Reddam 5-1
Drew WPPS 3-3
Beat SACS 4-2
Bishops under 13B team
Drew Sweet Valley 2-2
Lost to Reddam B 2-4
Beat Wynberg 6-0
Beat RBPS C 6-0

Bishops under 11B
Lost to Michael Oak 5–1

WP SOUTH ZONE REPRESENTIVES
Congratulations to Ciaran Winstain and Kai Blatch who were selected for the U11 team, and to
Michael van der Merwe, Matthew Lennett and Jono Bird who represented the U12 team.
THANKS
A big thank you must go to Tio Bakre for all the work he did as captain of tennis and to Bruce
Mitchell, Mark Erlangson, George Hairs and Chris Bolton who have coached the boys throughout
the term.
INTER HOUSE TENNIS
The Inter house tennis was won by van der Bijl which was represented by Tio Bakre, Michael van
der Merwe and Julian Simpson while Bramley ran a close second place.
Di Judge

WATERPOLO
BISHOPS PREP WATERPOLO RESULTS TERM 4
U13A SACS FESTIVAL 2013
	U13A vs St Benedicts
Won

5-1
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U13A vs DPHS
U13A vs St Peters
U13A vs Cannons Creek
U13A vs Grey
U13A vs Selborne
U13A vs SACS
U13A vs WPPS
U13A vs Highbury
Wins: 4
vs RONDEBOSCH 11 OCTOBER 2013
U13A vs Rondebosch
U13B vs Rondebosch
U13C vs Rondebosch
	U13D vs Rondebosch
	U12A vs Rondebosch
	U12B vs Rondebosch
	U12C vs Rondebosch
	U11A vs Rondebosch
	U11B vs Rondebosch
	U11C vs Rondebosch
	U10A vs Rondebosch
	U10B vs Rondebosch
	U10C vs Rondebosch
Wins: 4
vs REDDAM, WPPS 18 OCTOBER 2013
	U13A vs Reddam
	U13B vs WPPS
	U12A vs Reddam
	U12B vs WPPS
	U11A vs WPPS
	U11B vs Reddam
	U10A vs Reddam
	U10B vs WPPS
	U10C vs WPPS
Wins: 5
vs WYNBERG, WPPS 25 OCTOBER 2013
	U13A vs Wynberg
	U13A vs WPPS
	U13B vs WPPS
	U13C vs Wynberg
	U12A vs WPPS
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Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Drew
Lost
Won
Losses: 4

0-2
4-0
2-3
1-4
3-0
1-1
0-3
6-0
Draws: 1

Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drew
Lost
Won
Drew
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost: 7

1-5
4-7
4-8
4-8
5-5
1-4
9-3
4-4
3-4
6-4
0-7
4-3
5-2
Draws: 2

Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost: 4

1-4
5-1
6-0
4-1
4-3
7-3
3-6
1-5
1-7
Draws: 0

Won
Drew
Won
Won
Won

12-1
4-4
6-1
9-1
5-2
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	U12B vs WPPS
Won
	U11A vs WPPS
Won
	U11B vs Wynberg
Won
	U11C vs WPPS
Won
	U10A vs Wynberg
Won
	U10B vs WPPS
Lost
Wins: 9
Lost: 1
vs SACS, Cannon’s Creek 1 NOVEMBER 2013
	U13A vs Cannon’s Creek
Lost
	U13B vs SACS
Lost
	U13C vs SACS
Won
	U13D vs SACS
Won
	U12B vs SACS
Lost
	U12C vs SACS
Won
	U12D vs SACS
Won
	U11A vs SACS
Won
	U11B vs SACS
Won
	U11C vs WPPS
Lost
	U10A vs SACS
Lost
	U10B vs SACS
Lost
	U10C vs SACS
Lost
Wins: 6
Lost: 7
vs Cannons Creek, Pinelands 8 NOVEMBER 2013
	U13A vs Cannons Creek
Won
	U13B vs Pinelands
Lost
	U12A vs Cannons Creek
Won
	U12B vs Pinelands
Won
	U10A vs Cannons Creek
Won
Wins: 4
Lost: 1
U13A CANNONS CREEK FESTIVAL 2013
	U13A vs Sweet Valley
Won
	U13A vs Rondebosch B
Won
	U13A vs Llandudno
Won
	U13A vs St George’s
Won
	U13A vs Saheti
Won
U13A vs Cannons Creek
Lost
	U13A vs WPPS
Won
	U13A vs Reddam U12 (Quarterfinal)
Won
	U13A vs Rondebosch (Semifinal)
Lost
	U13A vs SACS U12 (3rd/4th playoff)
Won
Won: 8
Lost: 2
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3-1
6-1
4-0
6-3
8-2
2-4
Drawn: 1
1-2
1-5
5-2
3-1
0-9
3-0
8-3
8-5
7-2
2-8
4-8
1-9
2-8
Drawn: 0
5-2
5-7
4-3
6-1
10-0
Drawn: 0
10-0
8-0
17-0
15-0
11-1
1-3
4-1
4-0
0-4
6-1
Drawn: 0
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U13B vs Invitational
	U13B vs Rondebosch A
	U13B vs Wynberg
	U13B vs SACS
	U13B vs Pinehurst
	U13B vs Oakhill
	U13B vs Reddam
	U13B vs Sun Valley (11th/12th playoff)
Wins: 3
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Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Lost: 5

5-1
0-13
1-3
0-6
1-3
6-1
2-5
5-0
Drawn: 0

U13
This age group produced very good water polo this year. The D and C sides, coached by ODs
James Wright and Grant Muller, played with real enjoyment, but sadly few schools can match us
with teams at this level. The practices were a hub of activity with skills being taught and match
practice games played. The B-side, coached by OD, Greg Mallet, produced very good results.
The team bonded and played well as a unit. The highlight was the number of very good goals
scored. There are players in this side who could well challenge for higher honours at College.
The A-side was a little disappointing with regards results; however this was not due to a lack of
effort or commitment. The players seemed to ‘freeze’ when in positions where they could shoot
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at goal. Fortunately this aspect of their play improved towards the end of the season. The SACS
tournament was, as always, superbly run. The boys played 10 games. During this tournament it
was clear that the structures and basic skills had been well coached by Coach Jake Levin. In his
last season with Bishops I do wonder if the boys had placed extra pressure on themselves to win.
We wish Jake well on his travels and hope that he will take the plunge and become a teacher! OD
Murray Southgate took over the side for the fourth term. He immediately brought in some new
ideas to supplement the existing structures. The team responded very well and seemed to play with
a little more ‘freedom’. They did well at the Canons Creek Tournament held at the Newlands
Swimming Pool. The last game of the season saw the team play their best game of the year – a
very good win (5-2) against a very strong Cannons Creek team. The season ended with our annual
Fathers and Coaches vs Sons game. This ended in an epic draw (5-5). This may well be the last time
that the dads will be able to match their boys in the pool. I fear that by next year their swimming
prowess may well leave the dads gasping for air and calling for flotation devices! One hopes that
all the boys enjoyed the water polo and gained valuable skills from playing this great team sport.
The parents are a key ingredient to the boys’ success. Early mornings, late evenings, long days and
hosting touring teams are all significant parts of the game. Thank you for helping with all of the
above. We wish you many more fun filled hours watching your boys play at College and beyond.
■ U13A: Young J (capt), Barty (v/capt), Vine, van Westenbrugge, Solomons, Psillos,
Snider, Pletts, Stehlik, Gordon-Turner, Klingenberg, Price, Allen
■ U13B: Burton, Stehlik, Pletts, Scott, Haller, Allen, Psillos, Mndende, Agnew, Bell,
Castle, Jansens, Kapoutsis
■ U13C: Mol, van Niekerk, Froelicher, Graham, MacRobert, Young, Greyling,
Raine, Lupini, Ranoszek
■ U13D: Perlman, Fernandes, Grieve, Rodinis, Lawson, Rubin, Maree, van Voore,
Rajoo, Davis, Kuttel, Orell
U12
The age group enjoyed a successful season. The boys have all grown physically stronger in the
water and have greatly improved their individual skills with passing and receiving the ball. Under
the expert eye of their coaches, they have learnt good team tactics and correct positional play; both
of which are vital in this fast paced and very tiring game. Well done to all teams on their match
performances on Friday afternoons.
■ A Team: Ryan Sneddon, Aiden Murphy, Matthew Smith, Ryan Campbell, Nicolas
Cattell, Thomas Liefeldt, Aaron Woodman, Sam Elliott, Slaide Marquis,.
■ B Team: James Howard, William Hamilton-Russell, Ross Tudhope, Cole Gannon,
Tom Byron, Jack Hampshire, Rhys Williams, Ross Hyne, Brad Bullough, Dylan
Perlman, Isaiah Wharton.
■ C Team: Cameron Good, Wesley Holtmann, Shaun O’Brien, Sean Murphy,
Hamish Mckenzie, , Kieraan Meyer, Dominic Beaumont, Michael Hooper, Tristan
Turner, Matthew Lennett, Chris Clarke, Findlay Casey-Smith.
■ D Team: Christian Garry, Berkley Hollingham, Paul David, Matthew Davies,
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Brice Agnew, Adejimi Babade, Thomas Kingdom, Julian Simpson, Sabri Numangol,
Nathan Scott.
U11
This age group has grown in confidence and has played some very good water polo. The U11C side
seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly at practices and at matches, despite losing many of their
games. They need to be encouraged to keep working on their swimming. This is a key skill required
in this game. The U11B side fared better. They have good swimming strength and now need to
keep working on their ball skills and game understanding. Water polo requires a wide variety of
skills; swimming, ball skills, upper body and leg strength and peripheral vision. A complex set of
skills! The more we play and practice the better the above become. The U11A side has had a
tremendous season. They are blessed with a number of good swimmers. This allows them to move
around the pool faster, particularly in getting back on defence. The ball skills have improved as has
their individual ball skills. The next challenge is to develop their counter attack and vision. This
is a strong age group, their enthusiasm and passion for the game bode well for the years to come.
■ U11A: Allison, Buchanan, Hanssen, Medcalf, Mirotto, Oliphant, Shuttleworth,
van der Leek, Watson, Morkel A, Ahmed.
■ U11B: Ahmed, Bradley M, Bradley L, Christodoulou, Collins, Dempers, Else,
Hoffman, Lapid, Pandiani, Parker-Forsyth, Smith, van Wyk, van Schalkwyk.
■ U11C: Alfredo, Brooks, Haarburger, Herbert, Howard, Masha, Naidoo, Suliaman,
Magai.
U10
The boys in this age group enjoy their ‘first taste’ of this exciting, but confusing game. Learning
to tread water well, while controlling and passing the ball using only one hand, is no easy task.
There is plenty of splashing as swimmers vie for the elusive ball. Many mistakes are made and
the ball changes possession between Bishops and their opponents far more often than it should.
Nevertheless, the boys are all getting great exercise and it is fun. By the end of the year, a pattern of
play gradually develops and the teams look quite professional! Well done to all the players for their
marked improvement in skill by the end of the season.
■ A Team: Luke Solomons, Gregor John, Luke Parker, Josh Lander, Gray Fogarty,
Schyler van der Westuizen, Liam Harrison, John Fisher, Bruce Campbell, Oliver
Kennedy-Smith, Rowan Howard.
■ B Team: Berkeley Graaff, Irshad Abrahams, Matthew Reid, Aidan Nortje, Sergey
Huish, Benjie Voogt, Josh Carnell, Callum Musselwhite, Phillip Smith, Areeb Tyer.
■ C Team: James Bull, Boyd Gannon, Keanan Walker, Ilyaaz Arnold, Chris
Scheepers, Christopher Macdonald, Matthew Byron, Ethan Topat, Sipho Ndlovu,
Gareth Walsh.
■ D Team: Nicholas Pabst, Adam Campbell, Clayton Warner, Manga Nogantshi,
Heath Steele, Jehan-Paul Freddy, Imad Khan, Thomas Newton, Liyema Liaveni.
Tom Campbell
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school shop

PRINCESS
HOCKEY KIT

Winter Kit

At UnbeAtAble
discoUnted
prices

n Rugbyballs
n Water bottles
n Umbrellas
n Waterproof Ponchos

Shop Hours
Monday - Thursday 7:30-16:30. Friday 7:30-16:00. Saturday 8:00-12:00.
Contact Details
Shop Manager: Jodie
Tel: 021 6591970 - Email: info@schoolshop.co.za

